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The Parties to this convention,

1. Acknowledging that [adverse] change in the Earth's climate is a common
concern of humankind since a sustainable climate is an essential condition
that helps to sustain life,

2. concerned that [net] emissions resulting from human activities are
substantially increasing the atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases,
and that these increases will enhance the greenhouse effect, resulting on
average in an additional warming of the Earth's surface and atmosphere and may
adversely affect natural ecosystems and humankind, whilst noting that there
are many uncertainties in predictions particularly with regard to the timing,
magnitude and regional patterns of climate change,

3. Aware that the adverse effects of such [potential] climate change [and
measures to mitigate it] could have [serious] social, economic and
environmental consequences,

4. Acknowledging that the global nature of such climate change calls for
the widest possible cooperation by all countries and their participation in an
effective and appropriate international response in accordance with [their
respective responsibilities and capabilitiesJ/[the means at their disposal and
their capabilities] and their social and economic conditions,

5. Recalling the pertinent provisions of the Declaration of the United
Nations Conference on the Human Environment (stockholm, 1972) and in
particular principle 21 [which provides that "states have, in accordance with
the Charter of the United Nations and the principles of international law, the
sovereign right to exploit their own resources pursuant to their own
environmental policies, and the responsibility to ensure that activities
within their jurisdiction or control do not cause damage to the environment of
other States or of areas beyond the limits of national jurisdiction" [and
accordingly that environmental considerations should not be used as a pretext
for interference in the internal affairs of developing countries]],

6. Recalling also the provisions of General Assembly resolution 44/228 of
22 December 1989 on the United Nations Conference on Environment and
Development, and resolutions 43/53 of 6 December 1988, 44/207 of
22 December 1989 and 45/212 of 21 December 1990 on Protection of global
climate for present and future generations of mankind,

7. Recalling further the provisions of General Assembly resolution 44/206
of 22 December 1989 on the possible adverse effects of sea level rise on
islands and coastal areas, particularly low lying coastal areas and the
pertinent provisions of General Assembly resolution 44/172 of 19 December 1989
on the Implementation of the Plan of Action to combat Desertlfication,

8. Noting the Ministerial Declaration of the Second World Climate
Conference adopted on 7 November 1990,

~/ Same text as in A/AC.237/15, Annex It
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[9. Noting the significant contribution made towards combating activities
that result in adverse effects on the Earth's climate by the Vienna Convention
for the Protection of the Ozone Layer, adopted on 22nd March 1985, and the
Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer, adopted on 16th
September 1987 and adjusted and amended on 29th June 1990,]

10. Recognizing the need to strengthen international cooperation in
addressing adverse effects of climate change [through the development within a
global framework of appropriate policies [including the provision to
developing countries of adequate, new and additional financial resources
[based on assessed contributions by developed countries] and technology
transfer on [preferential, concessional and non-commercial] {[fair and most
favourable] terms], [the preparation of protocols on specific problems]j[the
consideration of additional related instruments as may be agreed] and by means
of increased research into atmospheric, terrestrial and marine ecology
sciences as well as into the social and economic impacts of climate change and
related response strategies, systematic observations, cooperation on
scientific, technical, economic and legal matters and exchange of
information],

11. Conscious of the valuable work being conducted by many States on global
climate change and of the important contributions of the World Meteorological
Organization, organs, organizations and bodies of the United Nations system as
well as other international and intergovernmental bodies for the exchange of
results of scientific research and coordination of research,

12. Recognizing the need for (all] countries [with excessively high per
capita rates of anthropogenic carbon dioxide emissions] to take immediate
action in a flexible manner on the basis of [short, medium and long
term] {[clear priorities, as a first step towards] comprehensive response
strategies at the global, national and [, where agreed, regional] levels which
take into account all greenhouse gases, with due consideration of their
relative contributions to the enhancement of the greenhouse effect and
recognizing also that strategies required to understand and address climate
change will be environmentally, socially and economically most effective if
they are based on relevant scientific, technical and economic considerations
and continually re-evaluated in the light of new findings in these areas,

13. Aware of the role and importance of sinks and reservoirs in terrestrial
and marine ecosystems, inter alia, in the absorption of greenhouse gases,

14. Recognizing that action to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases can also
help in solving other environmental problems,

15. Affirming that response to climate change should be coordinated with
social and economic development in an integrated manner with a view to
avoiding adverse impacts on the latter, taking into full account the
legitimate needs of developing countries which have at this time as their main
priority the achievement of sustained economic growth and the eradication of
poverty, and that therefore the promotion of economic growth in developing
countries is essential to address the problems related to climate change,

16. Recognizing that the improvement of the international economic
environment, thus promoting the economic growth and sustainable social and
economic development, of developing countries, is [essential]j[a prerequisite]
for enabling developing countries to participate effectively in the
international efforts to address climate change,
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17. Recognizing that all countries, especially developing countries, need
access to [all the] resources required to achieve sustainable social and
economic development and that in order to progress towards that goal, [the
energy consumption of developing countries must grow, taking into account the
need for greater energy efficiency]/[net emissions of developing countries
must grow],

18. Conscious that countries with low lying coastal, arid and semi-arid
areas or areas liable to drought and desertification, small island countries
and countries with fragile mountainous ecosystems are particularly vulnerable
to the potential adverse impacts of climate change and will therefore require
special consideration under this Convention and its [subsequent
protocols]/[related legal instruments],

[19. Acknowledging the specific transitional difficulties of those countries,
particularly developing countries, whose economies are particularly dependent
on fossil fuel production, use and exportation, as a consequence of action
taken on limiting greenhouse gas emissions and that these difficulties will
need to be recognized in the development of protocols under this Convention,]

20. Bearing in mind the importance of integrating environmental concerns and
considerations into policies and programmes in all countries [without
introducing any form of conditionality in aid or development financing or
constituting a pretext for devising new barriers to trade],

[21. Recognizing that climate policies should be as cost-effective as
possible in order to ensure maximum benefits from measures undertaken,]

22. Determined to protect the atmosphere for present and future generations
[on the basis of inter-generational as well as intra-generational equity],

Have agreed as follows:
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I. DEPINITIONS

[I. First Set)

"Adverse effect.s of climat.e change" means changes in the physical
environment or biota resulting from climate change, which have
significant deleterious effects on the composition, resilience and
productivity of natural and managed ecosystems or on the operations of
socio-economic systems or on human health and welfare.

["Afforest.ation" means forest stands established [artificially] [on land
which previously did not carry forest.])

"Climat.e change" means a change of climate which is attributed directly
or indirectly to human activity that alters the composition of the
global atmosphere and which is in addition to natural climate
variability observed over comparable time periods.

"Climat.e syst.em" means the totality of the atmosphere, hydrosphere,
including cryosphere, oceans and all seas, biosphere and geosphere and
their interactions.

["Deforest.at.ion" means change of land use or depletion of crown cover to
less than 10%.)

"Emissions" means the release of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere
[over a specified area and period of time.]

["Porest" means an ecological system with a minimum of 10% crown cover
of trees and/or bamboos, generally associated with wild flora, fauna,
and natural soil conditions, and not subject to agricultural practices.]

["Porest." means an ecological system in which biomass predominates,
associated with wild flora, fauna and natural soil conditions, and not
subject to seasonal cropping practices].

["Porest degradation" means changes within the forest class which
negatively affect the stand or site and, in particular, lower the
production capacity].
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1/ "Greenhouse gases" means those gaseous constituents of the
atmosphere, both natural and anthropogenic, that absorb and re-emit
infrared radiation, [excluding gases already controlled by other
convent ions] •

"Net emissions" means the difference between the amount of a greenhouse
gas released to and the amount removed from the atmosphere by all
sources and all sinks, respectively, as created or modified by
anthropogenic activities, taken over a specified area and period of
time, as calculated by agreed criteria.

["Net: Emissions" means increase in the cumulative atmospheric
concentrations of greenhouse gases resulting from anthropogenic
activity, depending on the size of the increase in concentration of each
greenhouse gas, the radiative property of the gas involved, the length
of time the gas is likely to remain in the atmosphere and the
concentration of greenhouse gases already present in the atmosphere,
calculated by determining their sources and mechanisms for their
eventual removal from the atmosphere (their man made and natural sinks
on a global scale)].

1/ "Precursors" means gases which react chemically in the atmosphere to
produce greenhouse gases or which affect the lifetime of greenhouse
gases in the atmosphere.

["Reforestat:ion" means the establishment of forest stands [artificially]
on land which carried forest within the previous 50 [100] years [or
within living memory and involving the replacement of the previous crop
by a new and essentially different crop.]]

"Renewable energy" means energy derived from the harnessing of active
natural energy flows such as solar, wind, hydrological, biomass, wave
and tidal action and ocean thermal energy conversion.

"Reservoir" means a storage medium for greenhouse gases.

"sink" means any process or activity which contributes to the removal of
a greenhouse gas or the precursor of a greenhouse gas from the
atmosphere.

[" Sink" means a mechanism, natural or man-made, for the removal of
greenhouse gases and aerosols from the atmosphere].

1./ The drafting group notes that the term "greenhouse gases" is used in some
places in the Convention to mean "greenhouse gases" only and at other places
to mean "greenhouse gases and their precursors". From the point of view of
drafting, the group recommends that the terms "greenhouse gases" and
"precursors" should be defined in Article 1 as proposed above and that the
Convention should use the expressions "greenhouse g~ses" and "greenhouse gases
and their precursors" as necessary throughout the text.
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"Source" means any process or activity which releases [or contributes to
the release of] a greenhouse gas or a precursor of a greenhouse gas to
the atmosphere.

[11. Second Set]

"Regional econoaic integration organization" means an organization
constituted by sovereign States of a given region which has competence
in respect of matters governed by this Convention or i.ts protocols and
has been duly authorized, in accordance with its internal procedures, to
sign, ratify, accept, approve or accede to the instruments concerned.)

Note:

1. Two additional items were introduced in Working Group 11 for inclusion
in the list of definitions: "aerosols" and "clearing house".

2. IPCC will be asked to comment on the list of proposed definitions before
the next session.
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[II. PRINCIPLES

1. The right to development is an inalienable human right. All peoples
have an equal right in matters relating to reasonable living standards.
Economic development is the prerequisite for adopting measures to address
climate change. The net emissions of developing countries must grow to meet
their social and economic development needs.

2. All states have a duty to aim at sustainable development for the benefit
of present and future generations. Protection of the global climate against
human induced change should proceed in an integrated manner with economic
development in the light of the specific conditions of each country, [[without
prejudice to the socio-economic development of developing countries].
Measures to guard against man-made climate change should be integrated into
all relevant national development programmes [taking into account that
[evolving) environmental standards] valid for developed countries may have
inappropriate and unwarranted social and economic costs in particular in
developing countries [and countries with economies in transition]].

[3. All States have an obligation to protect the [global] climate system for
the benefit of present and future generation of humankind on the basis of
[intergenerational as well as intragenerational] equity, and in accordance
with [their]{[developed and developing countries] common but differentiated
responsibilities and capabilities [with a view to achieving convergence at a
common per capita level] and taking fully into account that the largest part
of emissions of greenhouse gases has been originating from developed countries
[and those countries have the main responsibility] [and should take the lead)
in combating climate change and the adverse consequences thereof.]

[4. The Parties shall give full consideration to the specific needs and
special circumstances of developing country Parties, especially those
developing countries that are particularly vulnerable to the adverse
consequences of climate change and also those developing countries which would
have to bear a disproportionate or abnormal burden under the Convention.]

5. (Recognizing the need for) Parties to [the Convention shall] take [cost-
effective] precautionary measures to anticipate [, prevent, attack) or
minimize the causes of, and mitigate the adverse consequences of, climate
change. [Where there are threats of serious or irreversible damage,] lack of
full scientific certainty should not be used as a reason for postponing such
measures.

6. States shall promote an open and balanced multilateral trading system.
Except on the basis of a decision by the Conference of the Parties which
should be consistent with the GATT, no country or group of countries shall
introduce barriers to trade on the basis of claims related to climate change.

7. Measures taken to combat climate change should not introduce trade
distortions inconsistent with the GATT or hinder the promotion of an open and
mUltilateral trading system.

[8. Those [developed] countries [identified as] [[directly] responsible for
causing damage to the environment through inducing climate changeJ/[which are
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mainly responsible for' emissions of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere]
should bear the responsibility for rectifying that damage [.[By openly
demonstrating their direct responsibility or negligence, those
countries]/[and] shall compensate for environmental damage suffered by other
countries or individuals in other countries].]

[9. Climate policies should be cost-effective to ensure global benefits at
lowest possible costs. To achieve this, climate policies should be
comprehensive, include all relevant sources and sinks of greenhouse gases,
comprise all economic sectors, [include both limitation and adaptation
measures] and may be implemented in cooperation with other parties.]

10. In all fields related to the protection of the climate system, the
Parties shall respect and act in accordance with the principle of sovereignty
of States, which is applicable in any area of international cooperation.

11. The need to improve the international economic environment for the
developing countries and to promote their sustained economic development are
prerequisites for enabling developing countries to participate effectively in
the international efforts to protect the global environment including climate
protection.]
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tIll. OBJECTIVE

The ultimate objective of the Conventi.on and any related legal
instruments that might be agreed upon is to achieve, in accordance with the
principles Bet out in the above Articles, stabilization of greenhouse gas
concentrations in the atmosphere at a level which would prevent dangerous
anthropogenic interference with climate. Such a level should be reached
within a time frame sufficient to allow ecosystems to adapt naturally to
climate change, to ensure that food production is not threatened and to permit
economic activity to develop in a sustainable and environmentally sound
manner.

[The anthropogenic emissions of {all] greenhouse gases, particularly carbon
dioxide, from States should converge at a common per capita level, taking into
account net [carbonj/[greenhouse gas component] emissions during this century
as well as the development ~eeds of developing countries.]]
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IV. COMMI~S

[IV.1 GEHERAL COMMITMENTS]

1. The Parties shall, in accordance with the Objective and Principles 1/
stated in the Convention, and particularly in accordance with their common but
differentiated responsibilities, taking into account their specific national
and regional development priorities, objectives and circumstances, commit
themselves to:

(a) Develop, periodically update, pUblish and make available to the
Conference of the Parties national inventories of sources and
sinks of all greenhouse gases not controlled by the Montreal
Protocol using comparable methodologies agreed upon by the
Conference of the Parties;

(b) Formulate, implement, publish, and regularly update national and
where appropriate regional [strategies and] programmes containing
[nationally determined] measures [which the concerned Party or
Parties consider necessary and economically feasible]

to mitigate climate change [through [control]/[effective
limitation] of their [net] emissions of greenhouse gases not
controlled by the Montreal Protocol]

to facilitate adequate adaptation to climate change

[subject in the case of developing countries to the provision of
[agreed]/[full] incremental costs by developed country Parties];

[Report on the above paragraph if provided for in Article •.• on reporting)

(c) Promote and cooperate in [, and, as appropriate, adopt [policies
and] practices related to) the development, application, and
diffusion [, including transfer,] of [environmentally safe and
sound,) innovative, efficient, state-of-the-art, lower or
non-greenhouse gas emitting technologies, practices and
processes J/ in all sectors, [particularly energy [(including
conservation, efficiency and low carbon sources»), transport,
industry, agriculture, forestry and waste management), [subject to
the provision of funding for developing countries of
[agreed]/[full) incremental costS] [, and to the extent that the
phenomena will not affect the economic growth of concerned
Parties);

1/ Pending a final decision by the Committee on the inclusion of a section on
Principles.

1/ [Explanatory footnote (to appear in the explanation of the text, but not in
the definitions): "lower or non-greenhouse gas technologies, processes and
practices" includes inter alia conservation, energy efficiency, low carbon
fuels (e.g. natural gas, nuclear), and renewable energy· sources [in addition
to sustainable life styles.]]
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promote and cooperate in the conservation, sustainable management
and enhancement, as appropriate, of all sinks and reservoirs of
[all] greenhouse gases. [This includes sinks for greenh~use gases
other than carbon dioxide in the atmosphere as well as s~nks and
reservoirs for greenhouse gases [in particular car~on di~xide],.in
all ecosystems, [in particular terrestrial and mar~ne, w~th a v~ew
to increasing their capacity to act as sinks and reservoirs and
promoting their overall health, and [adopt appropriate policies]
and take measures [with the aim to elaborate policies] against the
degradation of ecosystems, including (policies and] measures to
combat drought and desertification [and] against deforestation and
forest destruction, and programmes for afforestation and
reforestation]], promotion and use of biomass (subject to, in the
case of developing country Parties, their national development
plans and programmes and the provision of [agreed]f[full]
incremental costs involved]~

cooperate in preparations for adaptation to the impacts of climate
change~ develop and elaborate appropriate and integrated plans for
coastal zone management, water resources and agriculture including
emergency procedures, coastal zone response mechanisms and
adaptation strategies in sectors such as land use planning,
agriculture and fragile ecosystems and a global observing system;
and undertake assessments of the resilience and adaptability of
resources keeping in view the need for poverty eradication in
developing countries, taking into account the special situation of
least developed countries (on the basis of provision to developing
countries of (agreed]/[full] incremental costs involved];

(f) Cooperate in preparing for adaptation to the impacts of climate
change in order to support drought and desertification affected
countries in their efforts to combat these phenomena and their
effects;

(g) ( i) Take climate change considerations into account, to the
extent possible, in their relevant social, economic and
environmental policies and actions;

(ii) Employ appropriate nationally-formulated and determined
methods, e.g. impact assessments, with a view to minimizing
adverse effects of projects or measures taken by the Parties
to mitigate or adapt to climate change, on the economy,
public health, and quality of the environment;

(h) Promote and cooperate in scientific, technological, technical,
aocio-economic and other research, systematic observation and
development of data archives related to the climate system and
aimi~g.to further.th~ understa~ding and to reduce and clarify the
rema~n~ng uncerta~nt~es regard~ng causes and effects of climate
change and regarding the economic and social consequences of
alternative response strategies, [in accordance with
Article V.2] i/;

(i) Promote and cooperate in the full, open and timely exchange of
relevant scientific, technological, technical, socio-economic and

if Need to be coordinated with the procedure devised by Working Group II.
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legal information related to the climate system and climate
change, and economic and social consequences of alternative
response strategies, [in accordance with Article V.3];

Promote and cooperate in education, training and public awareness
related to climate change and encourage the widest participation
in the process, including by non-governmental organizations, [in
accordance with Article V.4];

Develop, coordinate and, as appropriate, harmonize, [in order to
avoid distortions to international trade and in accordance with
the GATT], relevant economic and administrative instruments[.]
[, such as subsidies, taxes and charges, as well as other relevant
instruments] aimed at [limiting]/[controlling] net emissions of
greenhouse gases;]

Within their respective territories, identify [, [examine] and
[phase out]/[estimate]] the effects of [government] policies and
practices which [protect, subsidize or otherwise] encourage
activities that lead to greater levels of emissions of greenhouse
gases than [necessary]/[would otherwise occur].]
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[IV.2. SPECIFIC COMMITMENTS]

[IV.2.1 Stabilization and Reduction of Emissions and Bnhancement
of Sinks and Reservoirs]

(a) The developed country parties [as defined in •..• ] shall adopt
national ~/ policies and take corresponding measures on [mitigation of
climate change]/(the limitation of anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases
and the protection and enhancement of greenhouse gas sinks and reservoirs)..
(These Parties shall also assist other Parties in adopting similar policies
and measures.] [These developed country policies and measures will [have the
effect of]/[be aimed at], as a first step, stabilizing individually [or
jointly] emissions of [carbon dioxide]/[the total of all greenhouse gases not
covered by the Montreal Protocol ~/] [in general by the year 2000]/[as soon
as feasible] at (or near] 1990 level], [taking into account the differences in
their starting points and approaches and the need for equitable contributions
of these Parties].

(Alternative to subpara. (a»

The developed country Parties shall stabilize emissions of carbon
dioxide and other greenhouse gases by 1995 at 1990 levels and thereafter
progressively reduce emissions in pursuance of the objective of the
Convention.

(Further alternative to subpara. (a»

The developed country Parties, as defined in ••• , shall adopt national
policies and take corresponding measures on the limitation of their net
anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases. These Parties shall, as agreed
in Sections IV.2.2 and IV.2.3 of this convention, also provide the means to
enable the other Parties to adopt necessary measures. These developed country
policies and measures shall be aimed at, as a first step, stabilizing
individually their net emissions of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases
not covered by the Montreal Protocol by the year 2000, at the 1990 level,
taking into account the differences in their starting points and approaches
and the need for equitable contributions of these Parties.

[(b) In accordance with procedures and criteria based on the best available
scientific knowledge and agreed to and regularly reviewed by the Conference of
the Parties, [any Party which has demonstrated that the [net capacity of
greenhouse gas sinks] (within its territory] has increased due to specific
measures taken by it since [1990] may include a credit equal to this increase
when calculating its emission level.]]

((c) In accordance with procedures and criteria based on the best available
scientific knowledge and agreed to and regularly reviewed by the Conference of

Q/ This term would also cover policies adopted by regional economic
integration organizations.

~/ The relationship to the Montreal Protocol, in particular its reduction
schedules, needs to be further clarified.
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the Parties, Parties may implement their [quantitative] commitments under
para. (a) in a comprehensive manner that integrates [carbon dioxide and other]
greenhouse gases not covered by the Montreal Protocol £/ .]

[(d) Parties undertaking [quantitative) commitments under para. (a) may
implement these commitments in cooperation with each other, [provided that the
criteria for cooperative arrangements [involving Parties falling under Section
IV.3.5) are agreed to and regularly reviewed by the Conference of the
Parties 2/]. The terms of such cooperative arrangements shall be notified
to the Conference of the Parties by each of the Parties concerned and
described in detail in the report of these Parties in pursuance of Article
VII. [The Parties may alBo implement measures to achieve [quantitative]
commitments in cooperation with one or more other Parties, sUbject to criteria
to be agreed to and regularly reviewed by the Conference of the Parties.]]

[(e) The Conference of the Parties shall [as early as possible and] not later
than four years after the entry into force of the Convention review the
adequacy and operation of subparas (a) - (d), with a view to taking
appropriate decisions on [reductions of anthropogenic emissions of carbon
dioxide and other greenhouse gases and the enhancement of greenhouse gas sinks
and reservoirs ~/, and such changes in the list of Parties to which specific
commitments apply, that may be appropriate) in the light of new developments.
Such review shall be carried out in the light of the best available scientific
information and assessment on climate change and its impacts as well as
relevant technical, social and economic informati.on. Such review shall
thereafter take place at regular intervals, determined by the Conference of
the Parties, until the objective of this Convention is met.)

(Alternative to subpara. (e»

[Each developed country Party commits itself to progressively reduce its
[net] anthropogenic emissions of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases,
after 2000 A.D. They shall announce time-bound targets for such reduction not
later than four years after the entry into force of this convention.]

2/ The possibility of such cooperative arrangements has not been discussed
with those Parties. The language of the second part of the sentence is
therefore preliminary and will have to be considered further.

~/ The appropriate manner of obtaining the approval of Parties for such
decision, whether by protocol or some other legal instrument, will have to be
reviewed by legal experts.
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Alternative formulations proposed for IV.2.l

aubpara. ca)

line 3
limitation/stabilization

of anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases/their net emissions of
greenhouse gases

line 5
these parties shall also assist other Parties in adopting similar policies and
measures/these Parties shall as agreed in IV.2.2 and IV.2.3 of this Convention
also provide the means to enable the other Parties to adopt necessary measures

line 6
develop country policies and measures will/shall

line 7
stabilizing/stabilizing and subsequently reducing

individually or jointly/individually

line 8
emissions of carbon dioxide/the total of all greenhouse gases not covered by
the Montreal protocol/emissions of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases
not covered by the Montreal Protocol

line 9
by the year 2000/by the year 1995/as soon as feasible

aubpara. (b)

line 1
best available scientific knowledge/proved scientific basis

aubpara • (c)

line 1
best available scientific knowledge/proved scientific basis

line 4
carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases/all greenhouse gases

Bubp.r•• Cd)
line 9
one or more other Parties/developed and developing country Parties

aubp.re. (e)
line 3
iubparas (a) - (d)/section IV

insert "mitigation and adaptation to climate change" after on

line 8
best available scientific information/proved scientific basis

I
I
J

t,
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SPECIFIC COMMITMENTS ON FINANCIAL RESOURCES]

Developed country Parties [may provide on a voluntary basisl/[shall
commit to the fund established under this Convention, through assessed
contributions, adequate, new and additional] f~nancial resources, [separate
from agreed Official Development Assistance (ODAl levels,] to meet the
[full]/[agreed] incremental costs of developing country Parties, paying
particular attention to the needs of least developed countries, [to be
provided on a grant basis], [required to fulfil the commitments under]/[to
take measures provided for in] this Convention [.]/[; to [cover the adaptation
and mitigation costs to developing countries that would be needed as a result
of]/[mitigate and adapt to] the adverse consequences of climate change, and
the direct and indirect social and economic costs to developing countries that
may result from the implementation of the Convention.] [Other Parties [and
international organizations and other institutions] in a position to do so may
[also contribute]/[provide contributions] on a voluntary basis.]

[IV.2.3 [TECHNOLOGY COOPERATION]/[TRAHSFER OF TECHNOLOGY]]

The Parties shall make every effort to ensure efficient cooperation in
and related to technology transfer. [All Parties, particularly] developed
country Parties, shall take all practicable steps to promote the transfer of
and [to provide] [assured] access to [environmentally safe and sound]
technologies and know-how [on concessional, preferential and most favourable
terms] to developing country Parties, paying particular attention to the needs
of least developed countries, to enhance their ability to implement this
Convention. [The Parties shall identify and take appropriate steps to reduce
or eliminate unjustifiable barriers to the transfer of technology.] [They
should ensure that the [lack of] protection of intellectual property rights
does not hinder such transfer.] In this process, the essential role of
endogenous capacities and technologies in developing countries should be
enhanced and supported by the developed country Parties.

[IV.2,4)

[(a) Developing country Parties shall [in accordance with the Objective and
Principles stipulated in Sections II and Ill, and in accordance with their
national development plans, priorities, objectives and specific country
conditions] [consider taking feasible]/[undertake] measures to mitigate
climate change [through control of [their net) e~issions of greenhouse gases
[and maintenance and enhancement, where appropriate, of sinks and
reservoirs]], [provided that the [agreedJ/[full] incremental costs involved
are met by the provision of [new, adequate and additional) financial resources
from the developed country Parties].]

[(b) Compliance with this Convention by developing country Parties will be
dependent upon the effective implementation of the provisions of this
convention on financial resources and transfer of technology.]
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[IV.3. SPECIAL SITUATIONS]

1 The Parties shall give full consideration to the specific needs, .
i~cluding for the transfer of technology and/or funding ~n accord~nce w1th
provisions of the convention, of developing country Part1es espec1ally

the

(a)

(b)

(c)

( d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

small island countries;

countries with low lying coastal areas;

countries with arid and semi-arid areas and forested areas;

countries with areas prone to natural disasters;

countries with areas liable to drought and desertification and
forest decay;

countries with areas of high urban atmospheric pollution;

countries with areas with fragile ecosystems including mountainous
ecosystems;

countries whose economies are highly dependent on income generated
from the production, processing and export, and/or on consumption
of fossil fuels and associated energy intensive products; and

landlocked and transit countries.

2. The Parties shall take full account of the specific needs and special
situations of the least developed countries in their action with regard to
funding and transfer of technology.

[3. The Parties shall develop and adopt a "green plan" with appropriate
emergency measures and mechanisms for the protection and recovery of fragile
ecosystems, particularly arid and semi arid areas affected by drought and
desertification in Africa, in order to limit their vulnerability to climate
change. )

4. The Parties shall, in accordance with Article •••~/ take into
consideration, in the implementation of the commitments of the Convention, and
in the adoption of concrete measures, the situation of Parties, particularly
developing country Parties, whose economies are highly dependent on the
production and/or export of fossil fuels and associated energy intensive
products and/or the use of fossil fuels for which such Parties have serious
difficulties in switching to alternatives.

5. The Parties recognize that in the acceptance and the implementation of
the commitments of the convention, a certain degree of flexibility has to be
given to countries with economies in transition, which are in the stage of
transit from centrally planned system to market economy, to enhance their
ability to cope with climate change.

2/ Subject to the formulation of institutions and their functions (Conference
of the Parties, Implementation Committee, Disputes Settlement Procedures,
etc.) to be drafted by Working Group II.
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V. COOPERATION ON SCIENCE, RESEARCH,
INFORMATION AND EDUCATION

SCIBHTIFIC, TECHNICAL AND TECHNOLOGICAL RESEARCH [AND DEVELOPMEHT)
SYSTEMATIC OBSERVATION AND COOPERATION I

1. Each Party shall promote and cooperate in scientific, technological,
technica~, socio-economic and other research [and development], systematic
observat~on and development of data archives related to the climate system and
aiming to further the understanding and to reduce and Clarify the remaining
uncertainties regarding causes and effects of climate change and regarding the
economic and social consequences of alternative response strategies [as
elaborated in Annex 1].

Op~iOD 1

[2. Parties that do not have the indigenous capability to undertake research
and development will be ensured assistance in these areas.]

Op~iOD 2

[2. The Parties shall take into account the particular concerns and needs of
developing countries and [seek to promote the] [improve their] capacity and
capability [of all Parties] to participate in these cooperative efforts.]

Op~iOD 3

[2. The Parties shall take into account the particular concerns and needs of
developing countries.]

Op~iOD 4,

[2. The Parties shall take into account the particular concerns and needs of
developing countries and seek to improve their capacity and their capability
to participate in these cooperative efforts. In doing so, the Parties shall
work towards the improvement of the capability of developing countries to
collect and assess climate information, prepare net emission inventories,
assess possible impacts of global warming and the cost effective response to
it and participate in international research and development programs and in
the promotion of the development and transfer of environmentally safe
technologies and technical as well as financial assistance.]

3. The Parties shall support international and intergovernmental efforts to
strengthen the observational networks and data collection as well as
scientific and technical research capacities particularly in developing
countries [for timely exchange of relevant scientific and technological
information. Special measures shall be implemented to promote access to data
obtained from areas beyond national jurisdiction.]

4. The Parties shall also seek to minimize duplication of effort in research
and systematic Observation by utilizing, where possible, existing competent
international and intergovernmental bodies.
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[v.2. EXCHAHGE OF INFORMATION

In order to achieve the objective of the convention, the Parties (shall]
(may) facilitate and encourage, (taking into account the special circumstances
of developing countries,] directly or (, as far as possible,] through
(existing] competent international and intergovernmental organizations, full
(, open) and timely exchange of relevant scientific, technological, technical,
socio-economic and legal (available) information (as described in Annex 11].
[The Parties recognize that cooperation under this Annex has to be consistent
with national laws, regulations and practices regarding patents, trade secrets
and protection of confidential and proprietary information.]]
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[V.3. EDUCATION, TRAINING AND PUBLIC AWARENESS

Promotion

1. In order to increase the understanding of climate change [and the
uncertainties surrounding it] and to facilitate appropriate responses, the
Parties shall promote education, training and public awareness related to
climate change.

National

2. At the national [and/or regional] level and in accordance with
[national laws and regulations] [the means] at their disposal, the Parties
shall promote and facilitate:

(a) The development and implementation of education and public
awareness programmes on climate change;

(b) Public access to information on climate change;

(c) Public participation in addressing climate change issues and
developing appropriate responses; and

(d) Appropriate training of scientific, technical and managerial
personnel.

International

3. At the international level, using existing organizations,
institutions and channels where appropriate, the Parties shall cooperate in
and promote:

(a) The development and exchange of educational and public awareness
material on climate change; and

(b) The development and implementation of education and training
programmes, including the exchange or secondment of personnel, in
particUlar for developing countries.

[Alternative to paragraph 3(b)

(b) The development and implementation of education and training
programmes should be carried out by:

(i) Providing courses and skills particularly to developing
countries in the developed countries' institutions in the
short and medium term;

(ii) In the long term, assist developing countries to build such
institutions on their own; and

(iii) Exchange or secondment of personnel to train experts in this
field in the developing countries.]]
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VI. INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS

VI.l. CONFERENCE OF THE PARTIES

1. A Conference of the Parties is hereby established.

2. The Conference of the Parties shall keep under regular review the
implementation of this convention and any other related legal instruments that
the Conference of the Parties may adopt, and make, within its mandate, the
decisions necessary to promote the effective implementation of the Convention.
To this end, it shall:

( a)

[ (b)

(c)

[ (d)

Periodically examine the obligations of the parties and the
institutional arrangements under this Convention, in light of the
objective[s] of the Convention, the experience gained in its
implementation and the eVOlution of scientific knowledge;

Consider the information submitted in accordance with Article
VII.l. (Reporting) [to assess, inter alia,] [the implementation
by the Parties of the Convention], the overall environmental,
economic and social effects of the measures taken pursuant to the
Convention and the extent to which the objective[s] of the
convention is being achieved;]

Consider the reports submitted by its subsidiary bodies~

[andperform the functions assigned to it under Articles
[VI.4.](Advisory Committee on Science) [VI.5.] (Advisory
Committee on Implementation) [VII.2] (Resolution of Questions)];

Examine the form of and intervalS for submission of the reports
referred to in sub-paragraphs (b) and (c);]

( e)

(f)

Consider and adopt regular reports on progress in the
implementation of the Convention and ensure their publication;

[provide policy direction and establish criteria [including
priorities and selection of projects] for the functioning of the
mechanism[s] for financial resources and transfer of
[environmentally safe] technology];

Alternative to (f):

[Perform the functions assigned to it under Article VI.6. (Financial
Mechanism), [VI.7] (Insurance) and [Article •.. ] (Joint Implementation)];

(g)

(h)

(i)

{ (j )

Perform the functions assigned to it by Article [VII.2.]
(Resolution of Questions) [and Article [VI.5.] (Committee on
Implementation)];

Seek, where appropriate, the services and cooperation of, and
utilize the information provided by, appropriate international
organizations and intergovernmental[and nongovernmental] bodies
[with observer status];

Promote the exchange of information on, and the coordination as
appropriate, of, policies, strategies and measures to addres~
climate change, taking into account the differing circumstances
[respective responsibilities] and capabilities of the Parties;

Seek to mobilize [new and additional] financial resources in
accordance with Article [IV.2.2.];]
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(k) Promote public awareness of the climate change issue;

(1) consider questions related to research [and development] and
systematic observation; exchange of information; education,
training and public awareness; scientific, [technological] and
[technical] cooperation;

[(m) Consider questions [on cooperation related to transfer of
technology] [and endogenous capacity building, in particular in
developing countries;];]

(n) Establish such sUbsidiary bodies as are deemed necessary for the
[implementation] [operation] of the Convention;

(0) Agree upon and adopt [, by consensus,) rules of procedure for
itself and for any subsidiary bodies that are established by or
under the convention;

(p) Agree upon and adopt [, by consensus,] budgets and financial
rules for itself and for any subsidiary bodies that are
established by or under the Convention;

(q) Consider and adopt, as may be agreed in accordance with the
relevant articles, amendments to this Convention, additional
annexes and amendments of annexes to this Convention;

(r) Consider and adopt, as may be agreed in accordance with Article
[VII.4.] (Protocols), any [protocol] [other related legal
instruments] to this Convention;

(s) Make recommendations on any matters necessary for the
implementation of the Convention; and

(t) Exercise such other functions as are conferred on it by this
Convention [or as are required for the achievement of its
objectives].

3. The rules of procedures referred to in paragraph 2(0) shall be adopted at
the first meeting of the Conference of the Parties by consensus and shall
include decision-making procedures for matters not already covered by
decision-making procedures specified in this Convention. Such procedures may
include specified majorities required for the adoption of particular
decisions.

N••~ing.

4. The first meeting of the Conference of the Parties shall be convened by
the interim secretariat established under Article VI.3. not later than one
year after entry into force of the Convention. Thereafter, ordinary meetings
of the Conference of the Parties shall be held at least every two years unless
otherwise decided by the Confer~nce.

S. Extraordinary meetings of the Conference of the Parties shall be held at
such other times as may be deemed necessary by the Conference, or at the
written request of any Party, provided that, within six months of the request
being communicated to the Parties by the secretariat, it is supported by at
least one third of the Parties.
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Ob.ervers

OPTION 1

[6. The United Nations, its specialized agencies and the International Atomic
Energy Agency, as well as any State [member or observer of the UN or its
specialized agencies] [and permanent observers to the UN] not Party to this
Convention, may be represented at meetings of the Conference of the Parties
as observers. Any body or agency, whether national or international,
governmental or non-governmental, qualified in matters covered by the
Convention that has informed the secretariat of its wish to be represented at
a meeting of the Conference of the Parties as an observer may be admitted
unless at least one-third of the Parties present object. The admission and
participation of observers shall be sUbject to the rules of procedure adopted
by the Conference of the parties.]

OPTION 2

[6. The United Nations, its members and observers, specialized agencies, the
International Atomic Energy Agency, as well as any state not Party to this
convention, may be represented at meetings of the Conference of the Parties as
observers. other agencies that have informed the secretariat of their wish to
be represented may be admitted in accordance with the rules of procedures.]
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VI .2 • SBCRE~ARIAT

Batab1isbJllent

1. A secretariat is hereby established.

Functions

2. The functions of the secretariat shall be:

(a) To arrange for and service meetings of the Conference of the
Parties and its subsidiary bodies established under the
Convention;

!
!

(b) To compile and transmit reports submitted to it;

[(C) To prepare reports on its activities and present them to the
Conference of the Parties;]

[(d) To [cooperate] [assist the developing countries], upon request, in
the compilation of national reports;)

(e) To ensure the necessary coordination with other relevant
international [and intergovernmental] bodies and, in particular,
to enter into such administrative and contractual arrangements as
may be required for the effective discharge of its functions; and

(f) To perform the functions specified in this Convention or any
other functions as may be determined by the Conference of the
Parties.

Designation of interi. secretariat

3. The secretariat functions will be carried out on an interim basis by the
ad hoc secretariat established under resolution 45/212 of 20 December 1990 of
the General Assembly of the united Nations until the completion of the first
ordinary meeting of the Conference of the Parties held pursuant to Article
[VI. 1.] (Conference of the Parties). At its first ordinary meeting the
Conference of the Parties shall designate a secretariat.
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[VI.3. [IMPLEMENTATION COMMITTEE] [EXE~r.rIVE cOtmCIL] [FUNCTIONS]

OPTIOH 1

[1. An [Implementation Committee] [EXecutive Council] is hereby established.
It will be [open-ended] [composed of fifteen members] representing all the
Parties [and elected by the Conference of the Parties by a majority of the
Parties ,present and voting]. [The Conference of the Parties may increase this
number without exceeding a quarter of the number of contracting Parties.] The
members shall be Government representatives who are experts on matters related
to climate change.

2. The [Implementation Committee] [Executive council] shall in particular:

(a) Ensure the implementation of the decisions of the conference of
the Parties, as instructed by the latter;

(b) Prepare, where 'appropriate, the deliberations of the Conference
of the Parties;

(c) Oversee the dissemination of information to all Parties about
measures taken by other Parties on the basis of [reports]
[exchange of information] submitted in accordance with Articles 
-- (Reporting);

(d) Review the implementation by the Parties of their obligations and
the progress made in this respect through an evaluation of their
national reports submitted in accordance with Articles
(Reporting). The Committee shall, inter alia:

i. Advise individual Parties, at their request, on the ways and
means of meeting the reporting requirements set forth in Articles
--- (Reporting), including the development of national climate
change strategies;

ii. Review and consult with individual parties on the [report
submitted by] [information received from) those Parties in
accordance with Articles --- (Reporting) and request, as
necessary, additional information or clarification thereon;

iii. Seek, receive and consider relevant information from competent
international and intergovernmental bodies and non
governmental organizations;

J
I'

i

(e)

(f)

iv. Consult with, and seek the advice of, the Advisory Committee
on Science, as necessary;

Seek to establish at each stage of the review process a close
dialogue with the Parties concerned and to come to
consensual solutions on questions that may arise;

Carry out any other function the Conference of the Parties may
confer on it; and

(g) Oversee and give additional guidance, within the framework of the
decisions of the Conference of the Parties, to other subsidiary
organs of the Convention [and especially to the financial
meohanism of the Convention].

3. The [Implementation Cmnmittee] [Executive Council] shall, with the
assistance of the secretariat, prepare an annual report on the
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[implementation] [overall operation] of the Convention and propose the
measures it deems appropriate to the Conference of the Parties. This report
shall be transmitted to all Parties by the secretariat and shall be published.

4. The first meeting of the [Committee/Council] shall be convened not more
than six months after the first meeting of the Conference of the parties.
Unless the Conference of the parties decides otherwise, subsequent meetings
shall be convened at least biannually.

s. The [Committee/Council] shall elect from among its members, a chairman
and two vice-chairmen and a rapporteur, each to serve for a term of two years,
and who may, subject to re-election, serve additional terms.

6. The [Committee/Council] shall agree upon and adopt its rules of procedure
and any amendments thereto, by consensus.]

OPTION 2

[The Conference of the Parties shall, at its first meeting, establish a
subsidiary body [or bodies] to assist it in preparing for its work under
Article VI.l [, particularly Article VI.l(2)(b)]. Such body [or bodies) shall
operate in an objective and consultative manner. [Possible sentence on
membership] [Such bodies [or bodies] shall perform the following functions:

[(a) ensure the implementation of the decisions of the Conference of
the Parties~]

[(b) prepare the deliberations of the Conference of the parties;]

[(c) provide assistance to Parties, at their request, on meeting
reporting requirements [from a technical point of view];]

[(d) consider individual reports [from an essentially technical point
of view], in preparation for the work of the Conference of the
Parties under Article VI.l (2(b)];]

[To this end, it shall:

[i.

[iL

[Hi.

[iv.

[v.

[ vi.

consult, if necessary, with a Party, to give it an,opportunity
to make [technical] clarifications;]

determine whether a report has been submitted, and whether the
report is complete;]

consider whether the estimated [net] greenhouse gas emissions
reductions have been or would be realized as a result of the
identified measures~]

consider whether methodologies used are technically valid;]

consider whether, if proposed projects have been identified,
they would be likely to achieve estimated [net] greenhouse gas
emissions reductions;]

prepare a report of a descriptive nature for the Conference of
the Parties on the above, which might include suggestions and
which shall include evaluation of overall effects of measures
taken to pursuant to the Convention;]]

[(e) seek, receive and consider, as necessary, relevant information
from competent international and intergovernmental bodies and
non-governmental organizations;]



[ (f)

[ (g)

[ (h)

OP~ION 3
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consult with and seek the advice of other subsidiary bodies, as
necessary; ]

perform the functions assigned to it under Article VII. 2
(Resolution of Questions);]

perform such other functions as may be assigned to it by the
Conference of the Parties.]]

[The Conference of the Parties [shall] [may] [at its first meeting,]
establish [a subsidiary body [or bodies]] [a mechanism under its auspices] to
assist it in preparing for its work [under Article VI.l] [, particularly
Article VI.l(2)(b)]. Such [body [or bodies]] [mechanism] shall operate in an
[objective and] [consultative] manner [, in support of the Conference of the
Parties in performing the functions spelled out in Article VI.l.]

[Possible sentence on membership.]

[Such body [or bodies]] [such a mechanism] shall perform the following
functions:

[(a) ensure [the provisions of adequate, new and additional financial
resources and transfer of technology on preferential and non
commercial terms for] the implementation of the decisions of the
Conference of the Parties [by developing country Parties]i]

[ (b) prepare the deliberations of the Conference of the Parties] [, if
necessary, and as decided by the Conference of the Parties by
consensus];]

[(C) [provide] [ensure the provision of] assistance to Parties, at
their request, on meeting [reporting] requirements [for
information exchange] [from a technical point of view];]

[(d) consider [individual reports] [all information received] [the
exchange of information] [from an essentially technical point of
view] [, in preparation for the work of the Conference of the
Parties under Article VI.l [2(b)];]

[To this end, it shall:

[1.

[iL

[ iii.

live

consult, if necessary, with [a Party,] [, Parties] [on the
preparation of the work of the Conference of the Parties] [to
give it an opportunity to make [technical] clarifications];]

determine whether a [report] [information] [from all parties
are received] [has been submitted, and whether the report is
complete] ; ]

consider whether the estimated [net] greenhouse gas emissions
reductions [by developed countries] [and developing countries]
have been or would be realized as a result of the identified
measures; ]

consider whether [methodologies used are technically valid]
[technical support for the developing countries has been
adequately rendered];]
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[v. consider whether [, if proposed projects have been identified,
they would be likely to achieve estimated [net] greenhouse gas
emissions reductions] [specific commitments are made by the
[developed countries] [and developing countries];]

[vi. prepare a report of a descriptive nature for the Conference of
the Parties on the above, which might include suggestions and
which shall include evaluation of [overall effects of measures
taken pursuant to the Convention] [the fulfilment of the
specific commitments by [developed countries] [and developing
countries]];]

[(e) seek, receive and consider, as necessary, relevant information
from competent international and intergovernmental bodies and
non-governmental organizations;]

[(f) consult with and seek the advice of other subsidiary bodies, as
necessary;]

[(g) perform [only] the functions assigned to it [under Article VII.2.
(Resolution of Questions)] [under this Convention];]

[(h) confirm to the Conference of the Parties that Parties have
fulfilled their reporting and other commitments under this
Convention and that, where appropriate, they are therefore
eligible for funding under the Financial Mechanism;]

[(i) [ensure the adequate protection of intellectual property rights
in all issues related to transfer of technology and information]
[, taking into account the need for due flexibility in the
protection of intellectual property rights for the fulfilment of
the objectives of this Convention];] and

[(j) perform such other functions as may be assigned to it by the
Conference of the Parties.]]
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[VI.4. ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE] [AND rECBHOLOGY]

[CLIMArE PROTECTION AND DEVELOPMENT]

1. An [Advisory committee on Science] [and Technology] [Science Mechanism]
[under the auspices of the Conference of the parties) is hereby established
[, in pursuit of the objectives of the Convention].

2. The [Committee] [mechanism] shall provide the Conference of the Parties,
[and as appropriate its other subsidiary bodies] with timely information [and
advice] [on scientific aspects of this Convention], [including the fields of
natural, [technological] physical [and) social [and economic] sciences,
related to climate change including, [its impacts on ecosystems and
relationship to development].

3. Alternative A

The (Committee] [ Mechanism] shall comprise [X] [persons of recognized
competence in relevant fields of expertise) [competent government
representatives] [sitting in their individual capacity) [selected by the
Conference of the Parties by methods to be decided at its first meeting] [on
the basis of equitable/geographical [distribution] [representation]]_ [The
[Committee] [Mechanism] shall be open ended.]

[Its functions shall include [providing to the Conference of the Parties
in terms most useful to it] [inter alia]:

(a) regular [assessments] [interpretations] of [the state of
scientific knowledge on sciences related to climate change drawn
from] the reports of competent [interational, intergovernmental]
[and non-governmental] scientific [bodies] [research] [related to
climate change] 1

(b) [updating best available knowledge on sciences related to climate
change) ;

(C) suggest priorities for scientific [programmes and] research and
international cooperation, [and make recommendations on ways and
means to support endogenous capacity building in developing
countries] [in accordance with Article ..• ];

(d) analyse [the impacts of and responses to] climate change [and
their impacts] [on ecosystems and] [development];

(e) [respond to questions raised by the Conference of the Parties in
the fields within its mandate;] [on scientific aspects of the
Convention] 1

(f) [review from the scientific viewpoint the effects of measures
taken in the implementaiton of the Convention;]

(g) [identify innovative, efficient and state of the art technologies
and know-how and advice on the ways and means to ensure transfer
of such technology]; and

(h) [review the adequacy of international cooperation in research and
development and make recommendations to the Conference of the
Parties) .

(i) [The Committee shall perform any other function to be conferred
by the Conference of the parties].]
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Alternative B

[The functions, membership and operations of the [Committee] (Mechanism]
shall (may be specified or modified] be decided by the Conference of the
Parties [at its first meeting].]

Alternative C

(FOr the purposes of the Convention, the Advisory Committee shall take up
responsibility for all functions so far carried out by the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change, which, upon the entry into force of this Convention,
will be invited, by the Parties, to integrate the structure of the convention,
under the Advisory Committee. The Advisory Committee shall, besides
incorporating the functions until now undertaken by the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change, provide regular assessments on questions related to
developmental concerns and implications of the new regime for cooperation on
climate change, as set forth in this Convention.]]
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VI.5. [[ADMINISTRATIVE] [INDEPENDENT FUNDING] MECHANISM FOR
FINANCIAL RESOURCES AND TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER]

[INTERNATIONAL CLIMATE FUND]

OPTION 1 - Alternative A

[A mechanism for financial resources and the transfer of technology is
hereby established. It shall include a Climate Fund. [It may also include
other modalities for the provisions of financial resources under this .
convention.] The Financial Mechanism/Fund shall operate under the author~ty

of the Conference of the Parties.

The Parties shall establish appropriate arrangements for the
administration of the financial and [the transfer of technology]
mechanism/Fund. [The Executive Committee of the Parties/or another body
designated by the Parties] shall, with the consent of the Conference of the
Parties, develop and monitor the implementation of the specific operational
policies [, including the selection of projects,] for the purposes of
achieving the objectives of the financial mechanism/Fund. [The Financial
Mechanism/Fund shall be administered as a Trust Fund by the Global
Environmental Facility (GEF) of IBRD/UNDP/UNEP.]]

OPTION 1 - Alternative B

EBtablishment

[1. An [administrative] [independent funding] mechanism for [the
administration] of the financial resources and the transfer of [safe and
sound] technology, with a democratic and transparent system of governance,
(and equitable participation by developed and developing countries] is hereby
[established] [designated under the auspices of ... ].]

[Possible Alternative Text

A financial mechanism is hereby established. The financial mechanism
shall operate under the authority of the Conference of the Parties who shall
decide on its overall policies. The Executive Committee of the Parties shall,
with the consent of the Conference of the Parties, develop and monitor the
implementation of the specific operational policies for the purpose of
achieving the objectives of the financial mechanism.]

[Possible Additional Text

The financial mechanism shall include a Climate Fund which shall be
administered as a Trust Fund by the Global Environment Facility of World
Bank/UNDP/UNEP. The Climate Fund shall meet on a grant or concessional basis
the agreed incremental costs of developing countries referred to in Article .. .]

Functions

[2. The [administrative] mechanism for financial resources and [safe]
technology transfer shall:

[(a) Be responsible for the administration of funds, including those
funds related to the promotion of [preferential and non
commercial] transfer of [safe] technology, provided by the
Parties for the fulfilment of the obligations of the Convention;]

(b) Be accountable to the Conference of the Parties for its
allocation of the funds and for ensuring that the funding

\
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priorities and criteria established by the Conference of the
Parties are adhered to in its financial acti.vities;

(c) Be responsible for receiving assessed and other contributions,
either financial or as otherwise provided by Parties and other
bodies, in accordance with criteria eet out by the Conference of
the Parties;

(d) Establish appropriate accounting procedures to ensure that all
assessments and contributions made to fulfil obligations of the
Convention are properly recorded, credited and accounted for;

(e) Be responsible for facilitating the identification and selection
of projects to support the efforts of Parties to [meet]
[implement] their obligations (jointly] under this Convention;

Functions related to transfer of technology

[(f) Pursuant to the operational guidelines and policy direction of
the Conference of the Parties, coordinate the appropriate
procedures and take the necessary steps to promote, facilitate
and enable the transfer of technology;]

[(g) Provide funding to purchase requisite technologies for the
implementation of projects undertaken by developing country
Parties under the mechanism set up by the International Climate
Fund; ]

[ (h)

[ (i)

[ ( j )

[ (k)

[ ( 1)

Promote, and finance when necessary, the exchange of and access
to technological information required by the Parties. The
technological information should include inter alia, the
environmentally sound and safe technologies including those that
have been neglected or displaced, the technological options,
trading conditions, implementation costs and technological
security; ]

Coordinate ways and means to develop long-term technological
partnerships between the holders of environmentally sound
technologies and potential users in Parties, particularly
developing countries, taking into account their national
objectives and policies;]

Organize, when requested by a recipient Party, or group of
recipient Parties and on terms and conditions set out by such
recipient countries, international competitive bidding to
purchase requisite technologies for transfer to the requesting
Parties; ]

Provide requested support to a recipient Party or group of
recipient Parties to assess the offers presented in international
competitive bidding, to enable the requesting Parties to obtain
the most favourable terms and conditions, including inter alia,
in terms of price, transfer of know-how, high safety and
environmental requirements, training, supply of spare parts, and
maintenance; ]

Ensure the development of endogenous capacity building in
developing country Parties, including technologies in the public
domain, in accordance with their development plans, objectives
and priorities of these countries, through, inter alia, the
supply of necessary equipment, expertise and facilities for



(m)

(n)

[ (0)

[ (p)

[ (q)
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research and development, and the training of scientific,
technical, and managerial personnel;)

Finance its operations from a fund, separate from its programme
resources, established specifically to cover its administrative
expenses;

Provide annual reports to the Conference of the Parties on its
operations and inter alia, on evaluation and assessment of the
effectiveness ~f its functions and, as required, information to
the subsidiary bodies of the Conference of the Parties, in order
that they can fulfil their mandates;

Administer the [joint implementation] [cooperative system ~f
exchange) of [emissions commitments] [commitments on emisB~ons
[of greenhouse gases) and enhancement of all sinks] according to
the terms of the Convention;]

Administer operations required of it by protocols to this
Convention, and any other matters agreed on by the Conference of
the Parties;] and

Explore ways and means to employ financial resources to promote
the flexibility of intellectual property rights with a view to
promoting the transfer of sound technology to developing
countries. ) ]

[1. The Parties hereby designate the Global Environment Facility (GEF)
established and operated jointly by WB/UNDP/UNEP as the mechanism for the
provision of financial resources to Parties in need of assistance in meeting
agreed incremental costs of implementing this convention.

2. The Conference of the Parties shall, in accordance with relevant Rules of
Procedure, establish appropriate arrangements with the GEF to implement
Paragraph 1 above. Such arrangements shall include inter alia:

( a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

modalities to promote the involvement of the Parties in the GEF
[with a view to ensuring a transparent system of governance of
the mechanism and a balanced representation of developed and
developing country Parties]*;

provision for the GEF in funding projects related to the
convention to (comply with]/[consider] the [policy and] programme
priorities and eligibility criteria established by the Conference
of the Parties;

provision for receipt by the GEF of requests from Parties in need
of assistance in meeting agreed incremental costs of implementing
this Convention;

provision by the Conference of the Parties or its subsidiary
bodies to the GEF of information that might promote the
implementation of this Convention, including the establishment of
cooperative linkages between the STAP and scientific and
technical bodies established under this Convention;

provision by the GEF of regular reports through the Convention
Secretariat to the Conference of the Parties on its operations
related to the implementation of this Convention, including
projects selected; financial expenditures; current and
anticipated funding reserves; the relationship between its
operations related to the implementation of this Convention and
other assistance it is providing in sectors relevant to climate
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change; and other information of interest to the Conference of
the Parties;

(f) provision for the Conference of the Parties to request the GEF to
reconsider a particular funding decision in the light of the
criteria and priorities referred to in paragraph 2(b)1

3. The Conference of the Parties shall periodically assess the operation of
the GEF as the mechanism for the provision of financial resources related to
the implementation of this Convention, with a view to modifying the
arrangements under Paragraph 2 as may be appropriate.

* Note: The portion in square brackets is not a legal text.
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[4. Parties may also provide assistance related to the implementation of this
Convention through bilateral or other multilateral channels. In this regard,
interested Parties may meet, on an ad hoc basis, to consider whether ~ny Party
is interested in assisting another Party in the implementation of a proposed
project the latter has identified in its national report. Parties may, as
appropriate, invite representatives of multilateral financial institutions to
such meetings for the purpose of providing them with an opportunity to
consider projects for inclusion in their development assistance portfolios.]]

OPTION 3

BatabliahJllent

[1. An International Climate Fund is hereby established under the authority
of the Conference of the Parties which shall decide on its overall policies
and operations, in particular determining priorities, criteria and selection
of projects and activities to be funded. It shall be distinct and independent
from other funds and international financial institutions.

2. The mechanism for financial resources and transfer of technology set up
under the International Climate Fund, shall be administered as follows:

Functions relating to financial resources

(a) Meet on a grant basis the full incremental costs of measures taken by
developing country Parties to address climate change, in accordance with
criteria to be developed by the Conference of the Parties;

(b) Cover the costs to developing country Parties of adaptation and
mitigation measures that may be needed as a result of the adverse
consequences of climate change and the direct and indirect social and
economic costs to developing countries that may result from the
implementation of the Convention;

(C) Be responsible for receiving assessed and other contributions, either
financial or as otherwise provided by Parties and other bodies, in
accordance with criteria set out by the Conference of the Parties;

(d) Establish appropriate accounting procedures to ensure that all
assessments and contributions made to fulfil the obligations of the
Convention are properly recorded, credited and accounted for;

(e) Be responsible for facilitating the identification and selection of
projects and activities for supporting the efforts of the Parties to meet
their obligations under this Convention;

(f) Finance the secretariat services of the Fund and related support
costs;

(g) Provide an annual report to the Conference of the Parties on its
operations and, as required, information to the subsidiary bodies of the
Conference of the Parties, in order that they can fulfil their mandates;
and

(h) provide, in general, funding for projects and activities organized under
this Article and in accordance with the provisions set out by this
Convention.

Functions related to transfer of technology

(i) Pursuant to the operational guidelines and policy direction of the
Conference of the Parties, coordinate the appropriate procedures and take
the necessary steps to promote, facilitate and enable the transfer of
technology;
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Provide funding to purchase requisite technologies for the implementation
of projects undertaken by developing country Parties under the mechanism
set up by the International Climate Fund;

Promote, and finance when necessary, the exchange of and access to
technological information required by the Parties. The technological
information should include inter alia, the environmentally sound and safe
technologies including those that have been neglected or displaced, the
technological options, trading conditions, implementation costs and
technological security;

Coordinate ways and means to develop long-term technological partnerships
between the holders of environmentally sound technologies and potential
users in Parties, particularly developing countries, taking into account
their national objectives and policies;

organize, when requested by a recipient Party, or group of recipient
Parties and on terms and conditions set out by such recipient countries,
international competitive bidding to purchase requisite technologies for
transfer to the requesting parties;

Provide requested support to a recipient Party or group of recipient
Parties to assess the offers presented in international competitive
bidding, to enable the requesting parties to obtain the most favourable
terms and conditions, including inter alia, in terms of price, transfer
of know-how, high safety and environmental requirements, training, supply
of spare parts, and maintenance; and

Ensure the development of endogenous capacity building in developing
country Parties, including technologies in the public domain, in
accordance with their development plans, objectives and priorities of
these countries, through, inter alia, the supply of necessary equipment,
expertise and facilities for research and development, and the training
of scientific, technical, and managerial personnel.]
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[VI.6. INSURANCE] [SMALL ISLAND AND LOW LYING STATES]

option 1

[The Parties shall establish separate supplementary financial mechanisms
to assist developing countries, particularly least developed countries,
vulnerable small island and low lying coastal developing countries {and
developing countries with vulnerable mountain areas] [and countries suffering
from desertification or drought] to prevent or mitigate the adverse
consequences of sea-level rise [and drought and desertification] resulting
from climate change, as specified in [Annex IV] (Insurance Mechanism).]

Option 2

[The Conference of the Parties shall consider what action is necessary
under the Convention to meet the concerns of the most vulnerable small island
and low lying developing countries about the adverse consequences of sea-level
rise.]

option 3

[The Parties shall establish separate supplementary financial
mechanism[s] to assist developing countries, particularly those most
vulnerable among them, to counter, mitigate, and/or adapt to the adverse
consequences of climate change. The details of such mechanism[s] shall be
specified by the Conference of the Parties.]

option 4

[The Conference of the Parties shall [at its first meeting] consider [the
establishment of an insurance scheme] [what action is necessary] to meet the
[concerns] [needs] of the Parties which are vulnerable small island or
vulnerable low lying coastal developing countries relating to the adverse
consequences of sea-level rise.]]
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VII. PROCBDURBS

VII. 1. REPORTING

1. Each Party [shall], [in accordance with its capabilities,] prepare,
submit and periodically update a report containing the information [set forth
in Annex 11] including the measures it is taking to implement the Convention.
[For developing country Parties, the fulfilment of this obligation will be
conditional on the availability of corresponding new and additional financial
resources.] [The availability of financial resources from the financial
mechanism shall be contingent upon the full implementation of this
obligation. ]

(2. Each Party shall submit an initial report within x years of entry into
force of the Convention for it [,except that for each country defined as a
developing country for the purposes of this Convention, an initial report
shall be submitted within y years of the Convention coming into force for it,]
and further that a least developed country may submit its first report within
z years of the Convention coming into force for it [or within four years of
receipt of financial resources from the fund established under this
Convention, whichever is the later]. The frequency of subsequent reports for
all Parties shall be determined by the Conference of the Parties. [For
developing country Parties,] financial and technical [assistance]
[cooperation] in the preparation of such reports shall [,if they so request,]
be (provided through procedures developed under the provisions of Article
VI.6.][determined by the financial mechanism identified in Article VI.G].]

(3. Any group of Parties may, subject to prior notification to the Conference
of the Parties and any guidelines adopted by the Conference of the Parties,
submit a single report in fulfilment of their obligation under paragraph 1
above, provided that such report includes information on each Party's
fulfilment of its individual obligations.]

[4. The reports submitted by the Parties shall be transmitted by the
secretariat, as soon as possible, to the Conference of the Parties [and to the
(names of any subsidiary bodies concerned with the implementation).]

5. Information contained in the reports, designated as confidential by the
supplying Party in accordance with [Annex II] [criteria to be defined] shall
not be disclosed by any of the bodies concerned with the reports·l/

[6. Subject to the provisions of para. 5, and without prejudice to the
ability of any Party to make public its report, the secretariat shall make,
the reports submitted by Parties publicly available [at the time they are
submitted to the Conference of the Parties] (at any time, after the Conference
of the Parties has considered the report from the body in charge of
implementation].]

(7. The manner in which reports would be prepared and their content, should
[,subject to Annex II,] be determined by the individual Party.]

1/ (It has been proposed that Annex II have the following introduction:

"Nothing in this annex shall be interpreted as requiring parties to
disclose information relating to national defense."

One delegation requested that while certain essential information in
the reports would be obligatory, some flexibility should be given with
regard to other information.]
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[VII. 2. RESOLUTION OF QUESTIONS REGARDING .
INTERPRETATION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF HE COIlVEH'rIOH

Process

[1. Questions relating to the [interpetation or] implementation of th~
convention may be drawn to the attention of the Conference of the Part~es by
Parties [and by any subsidiary body established by or under the Convention].
Any party concerned about another Party's implementation of its obligations
under the Convention or about its own capacity to implement fully those
obligations may notify its concern, through the secretariat, to the Conference
of Parties. The Conference of Parties shall, in a timely fashion, consider
any such question and promote its resolution. To that end it may, if it so
decides, establish an [ad hoc] Panel of ••• of its members] [or] [refer the
issue to the Implementation committee].]

po.sible Al~erna~ive Paragraph 1

[1. Any Party concerned about another Party's [interpretation or]
implementation of its obligations under the Convention or about its own
capacity to implement fully those obligations may notify its concern, through
the secretariat, to the Implementation Committee.]

2. The [ad hoc] Panel [Implementation Committee], when the Conference of the
Parties decides to refer a question to it, shall, in considering the question
before the next ordinary meeting of the Conference of the Parties:

(a) Invite the Party which has brought the question to the attention
of the Conference of the Parties [Implementation Committee] and
any other Party whose [interpretation or] implementation of the
Convention is in question to attend meetings of the Panel
[Implementation Committee] and take part in consultations with
it;

(b) Provide the Party whose [interpretation or] implementation of the
Convention is in question a full opportunity to inform the Panel
[Implementation Committee] of its capacity to implement its
obligations under the Convention and of its needs relevant to
that issue;

(c) Consult, as it deems necessary, any subsidiary body established
by or under the Convention and other expert bodies;

(d) Promote, as necessary, the enhancement of the capacity of the
Party whose [interpretation or] implementation of the Convention
is in question to implement fully its obligations under the
Convention; and

(e) Report the results of its consultations, together with any
recommendations, to the next ordinary meeting of the Conference
of the Parties.

Consideration of Report

3. After considering the report of the [ad hoc] Panel [Implementation
Committee], the Conference of the Parties may decide to adopt a recommendation
or recommendations to promote the full implementation of the Convention and to
further its objectives.
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Voting

4. The Conference of the Parties shall make every effort to take decisions
under this Article by consensus. If all efforts at consensus have been
exhausted decisions shall, as a last resort, be taken by a two-thirds majority
vote of the Parties present and voting.

Additional Rules

5. The Conference of the Parties may in elaboration of the provisions of
paragraph 2 of this Article, lay down additional rules relating to membership
of [ad hoc] Panels, their meetings and procedures.

Relationship to Dispute Settle.ent (VII.3)

OP~ION 1

6. If, after the expiry of ••• months following the initial submission of
any questions to the secretariat pursuant to paragraph 1 of this Article, any
Party continues to have a concern relating to the [interpretation or]
implementation by another Party of its obligations under the Convention, it
shall be entitled to invoke the dispute settlement procedures, established by
Article [VII.3.] (Settlement of Disputes) of the Convention.

OPTION 2

6. The provisions of this Article are without prejudice to the operation of
Article [VII.3.] (Settlement of Disputes) of the Convention.]
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(VII.3 c SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES

Xegotiation and other peaceful means

1. In the event of a dispute between any two or more Parties concerning the
interpretation or application of this Convention, the Parties concerned shall,
at the request of anyone of them, seek a settlement of the dispute through
negotiation or any other peaceful means of their own choice.

Choice of dispute settlement procedure

2. When ratifying, accepting, approving or acceding to thi.s Convention, or
at any time thereafter, a Party which is not a regional economic integration
organisation may declare in a written instrument submitted to the Depositary,
that, in respect of any dispute concerning the interpretation in application
of this Convention, it recognises as compulsory ipso facto and without special
agreement, in relation to any Party accepting the same obligation:

(8) Submission of the dispute to the International Court of Justice,
and/or

(b) Arbitration in accordance with the procedure set out in annex
Ill.

A Party which is a regional economic integration organisation may make a
declaration with like effect in relation to arbitration in accordance with the
procedure set out in Annex IV.

3. A declaration made under paragraph 2 above shall remain in force until it
expires in accordance with its terms or until three months after written
notice of its revocation has been deposited with the Depositary.

4. A new declaration, a notice of revocation or the expiry of a declaration
shall not in any way affect proceedings pending before the International Court
of Justice or the Arbitral Tribunal, unless the Parties to the dispute
otherwise agree.

Additional provisions

Option I

5. SUbject to the operation of paragraph 2 above, if, after the expiry of
twelve months following a request made under paragraph 1 above, the Parties
concerned have not been able to settle their dispute through the means
mentioned in that paragraph, the dispute shall be submitted, at the request of
any of the Parties to it, to conciliation.

6. A conciliation commission shall be created upon the request of one of the
Parties to the dispute. The commission shall be composed of an equal number
of members appointed by each Party concerned and a chairman chosen jointly by
the members appointed by each Party. The commission shall render a [final
and] recommendatory award, which the Parties shall consider in good faith.

Option 11

5. A Party that has not made a declaration under paragraph 2 above or in
respect of which a declaration is no longer in force shall be deemed to have
accepted the competence of the Arbitral Tribunal.

6. If the Parties to any dispute have accepted the same means for the
settlement of a dispute, the dispute may be submitted only to that procedure,
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unless the Parties otherwise agree. If, however, the Parties have not accepted
the same means for the settlement of the dispute, or if they have accepted
both means, the dispute may be submitted only to the Arbitral Tribunal, unless
the Parties otherwise agree.

7. If, after the expiry of twelve months following a request made under
paragraph 1 above, the Parties concerned have not been able to settle their
dispute through the means mentioned in that paragraph, the dispute shall be
submitted, at the request of any of the Parties to the dispute, for settlement
in accordance with the procedure determined by the operation of paragraphs 5
and 6 above.

Related Legal Instruments

7./8. The provisions of this Article shall apply to any related legal
instrument which the Conference of Parties may adopt, unless the instrument
provides otherwise.]
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VII. 4. AMENDMENTS TO THE CONVENTION

Proposals

1. Any Party may propose amendments to this Convention.

Adoption of Amendments

2. Amendments to this Convention shall be adopted at a [ordinary] [or
extraordinary) meeting of the Conference of the Parties. The text of any
proposed amendment to this Convention shall be communicated to the Parties by
the secretariat at least six months before the meeting at which it is proposed
for adoption. The secretariat shall also communicate proposed amendments to
the Signatories to the Convention for information.

3. The Parties to the Convention shall make every effort to reach
agreement on any proposed amendment to the Convention by consensus. If all
efforts at consensus have been exhausted, and no agreement reached, the
amendment shall be adopted by a [two-thirds] [three-quarters] majority vote of
such Parties present and voting at the meeting [whose [net] emissions of
[greenhouse gases) [C02 represent at least [xx%] [50%] [75%] [80%) of
estimated global [net] [C02] [greenhouse gases] [emissions in the preceding
[five] year[s]]. The amendment shall be submitted by the Depositary to all
Parties for their ratification, acceptance or approval.

Voting

4. For the purposes of this Article, "Parties present and voting" means
Parties present and casting an affirmative or negative vote.

Entry into Force of Amendments

5. Instruments of ratification, acceptance or approval of amendments shall
be deposited with the Depositary. Amendments adopted in accordance with
paragraph 3 above, for those States having accepted the amendment, shall [,
unless otherwise provided in the amending instrument itself,) enter into force
on the ninetieth day after the date of receipt by the Depositary of
notification of their ratification, acceptance or approval, by at least
[two-thirds] [three-quarters] of the Parties to this Convention [and whose
[net] emissions of greenhouse gases represent at least 80% of [net) global
emissions in the preceding year].

6. The amendments shall enter into force for any other Party on the
ninetieth day after the date on which that Party deposits with the Depositary
its instrument of ratification, acceptance or approval of the amendments.
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[VII. 5. PROTOCOLS

Adoption

1. The Conference of the Parties may at any [ordinary] [or extraordinary]
meeting adopt Protocols to this Convention [that are aimed at implementing the
[comprehensive] purposes and principles established in the Convention,
specifying [comprehensive] measures or obligations relating to [certain] [all]
aspects of climate change]. [The Protocols shall be in conformity with the
provisions of the Convention.]

Notification to the Parties

2. The text of any proposed Protocol shall be communicated to the Parties
by the secretariat at least six months before such a meeting.

Entry into Force

[3. The requirements for the entry into force of any Protocol shail be
established by that instrument [and may include provisions regarding
[accelerated] [differentiated] procedures for entry into force].]

Parties to a Protocol

4. Only Parties to the Convention may be Parties to a Protocol.

5. Decisions under any Protocol shall be taken only by the Parties to the
Protocol concerned.]
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VII. 6. ADOPTION AND AMENDMBtf.r OF AHNEIES TO TIlE CONVENTION

AnDexe. a. Integral to the Convention

1. The Annexes to this Convention shall form an integral part of this
Convention and, unless expressly provided otherwise, a reference to this
Convention constitutes at the same time a reference to any Annexes thereto.
[Such Annexes shall be restricted to [procedural, scientific, technical and
administrative matters] [technical lists or forms of a scientific or technical
character] [lists, forms and any other material of a descriptive nature
only]. ]

Adoption of Additional Annexe. to the Convention

2. [Additional] Annexes to the Convention shall be proposed and adopted
according to the procedure set forth in Article [VII. 3.J (Amendments to the
convention). [Such Annexes shall be restricted to [procedural, scientific,
technical and administrative mattersJ [technical lists or forms of a
scientific or technical characterJ [lists, forms and any other material of a
descriptive nature only].J

Procedure for Entry into Force of Additional Annexe. to the Convention

3. Annexes that have been adopted in accordance with paragraph 2 above
shall enter into force for all Parties to the convention six months after the
date on which the Depositary issues notices to such Parties of the adoption of
the Annex, except for those Parties that have notified the Depositary, in
writing, within that period of their non-acceptance of the Annex. The Annex
shall enter into force for Parties which withdraw their notification of
non-acceptance on the ninetieth day after the date of withdrawal of such
notification has been received by the Depositary.

Procedure for Aaendaent. to Annex••

4. The proposal, adoption and entry into force of amendments to Annexes to
the Convention shall be subject to the same procedure as that for the
proposal, adoption and entry into force of Annexes to the Convention.

5. If an additional Annex or an amendment to an Annex involves an amendment
to the convention, the additional Annex or amended Annex shall not enter into
force until such time as the amendment to this convention enters into force.
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VII. 7. RIGHT TO VOTE

1. Each Party to the Convention shall have one vote, except as provided for
in paragraph 2 below.

2. Regional economic integration organizations, in matters within their
competence, shall exercise their right to vote with a number of votes equal to
the number of their member States that are Parties to the Convention [and
which are present at the time the vote is taken). Such an organization shall
not exercise its right to vote if any of its member States exercises its
right, and vice versa.
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VIII. FINAL CLAUSES

VIII.l. DEPOSITARY

The secretary-General of the United Nations shall be the Depositary of
this Convention.
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VIII.2. SIGHA~

This Convention shall be open for signature by states [Members of the
United Nations or members of the Specialized Agencies of the United Nations]
and by regional economic integration organizations at [ ) from [ ] to [
], and at the United Nations Headquarters in New ~ork from I ] to [ ].
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VIII.3. RATIFICATION, ACCBPTANCB, APPROVAL OR ACCBSSION

1. The Convention shall be subject to ratification, acceptance, approval or
accession by states and by regional economic integration organizations. It
shall be open for accession from the day after the date on which the
convention is closed for signature. Instruments of ratification, acceptance,
approval or accession shall be deposited with the Depositary.

Regional Bconomic Integration Organizations

2. Any regional economic integration organization which becomes a Party to
this Convention without any of its member States being a Party shall be bound
by all the obligations under the Convention. In the case of such
organizations, one or more of whose member States is a Party to the
Convention, the organization and its member States shall decide on their
respective responsibilities for the performance of their obligations under the
Convention. In such cases, the organization and the member States shall not
be entitled to exercise rights under the Convention concurrently.

Declarations of eompetence

3. In their instruments of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession,
regional economic integration organizations shall declare the extent of their
competence with respect to the matters governed by the Convention. These
organizations shall also inform the Depositary, who shall in turn inform the
Parties, of any substantial modification in the extent of their competence.
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VIII.4. ENTRY INTO PORCB

Bntry into Porce of the Convention:

1. This Convention shall enter into force on:

(Pour options)

Option lr
The ninetieth day after the date of deposit of the (twentieth]
[twenty-fifth] [fortieth) [fiftieth] [sixtieth] [eightieth)
instrument of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession.

Option 2:
The ninetieth day after the date of deposit of the instrument of
ratification, acceptance, approval or accession from states or
regional economic integration organizations whose [net] emissions
of greenhouse gases [COZ) represent [fifty percent] [two-thirds)
[three-quarters] of est1mated total global net emissions in [year].

Option 3r
The ninetieth day after the date of deposit of the [twentieth]
[twenty-fifth] [fortieth] [fiftieth) [sixtieth] [eightieth]
instrument of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession by,
and of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession by States or
regional economic integration organizations whose [net] emissions
of greenhouse gases [C02 ] represent [one half) [two-thirds] [three
quarters] of estimated ~ota1 global net emissions in [year].

Option 4:
The ninetieth day after the date of deposit of the [twentieth]
[twenty-fifth] [fortieth] [fiftieth] [sixtieth) [eightieth]
instrument of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession, or
the ninetieth day after the date of deposit of the instrument of
ratification, acceptance, approval or accession from States or
regional economic integration organizations whose [net] emissions
of greenhouse gases [C02 ] represent [two-thirds] [three-quarters]
of estimated total global net emissions in [year], whichever is the
earlier.

Bntry into Porce for Parties Once Convention Already in Porce

2. For each State or regional economic integration organization that
ratifies, accepts or approves this Convention or accedes thereto after the
deposit of the [twentieth] [twenty-fifth] [fortieth] [fiftieth] [sixtieth]
[eightieth] instrument of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession, [in
accordance with paragraph 1J it shall enter into force on the ninetieth day
after the date of deposit by such State or regional economic integration
organization of its instrument of ratification, acceptance, approval or
accession.

Regional Bconomic Integration Organizations

3. For the purposes of paragraphs 1 and 2 above, any instrument deposited by
a regional economic integration organization shall not be counted as
additional to those deposited by member states of the organization.
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VIII.5. RESERVA~IONS AND DECLARATIONS

1. [No] reservations may be made to this Convention.

parties Not Precluded from Making Declaration.

[2. Paragraph 1 above shall not, however, preclude a state or regional
economic integration organization, when signing, ratifying, accepting,
approving or acceding to this Convention, from making declarations or
statements, provided that such declarations or statements do not purport to
exclude or to modify the effects of the provisions of the Convention in their
application to that state or regional economic integration organization.]
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VIII.6. WITHDRAWAL

Written Notification of Withdrawal from Convention

1. At any time after [three] [five] years from the date on which this
Convention has entered into force for a Party, that Party may withdraw from
the Convention by giving written notification to the Depositary.

Effective Date of Withdrawal

2. Any such withdrawal shall take effect upon expiry of [six months] [one
year] from the date of its receipt by the Depositary, or on such later date as
may be specified in the notification of the withdrawal.

Withdrawal from convention Considered as withdrawal from Protocol

3. Any Party that withdraws from this Convention shall be considered as also
having withdrawn from any protocol to which it is a Party.
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VIII.7. AtP.rREllTIC DUS

The original of this Convention, of which the Arabic, Chinese, English,
French, Russian and Spanish texts are equally authentic, shall be deposited
with the Secretary-General of the United Nations.

IN WITNESS WBBRBOP the undersigned, being dUly authorized to that effect,
have signed this Convention.

Done at ..•.•.•...•..••.....• this ..••...• day of ..•••••..•••. 19 ...



s
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[ANHBXBS]

[ANHBX I

(RESEARCH [TECHNOLOGICAL) [[ AND] DEVELOPMENT)
AND SYSTEMATIC OBSERVATION) [TECHNOLOGICAL AND SCIENTIFIC

RESEARCH AND SYSTEMATIC OBSERVATION)]~/

~/ Same text as in A/AC.237/15, Annex 11
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[ANHEX n

REPOR'l'ING

1. Reports submitted pursuant to Article [VII. 1.] (Reporting) [shall] [may]
contain [,inter alia,] the following information:

(a) Description of relevant national circumstances relating to climate
change and, for developing countries, any particular difficulties
faced by them;

(b) National inventories of sources and sinks of all greenhouse gases
not controlled by the Montreal Protocol, using comparable
methodologies agreed upon by the Conference of the Parties;

(c ) Option 1

[The measures it is taking to implement this Convention, including
the fulfilment of any general or specific commitments, with respect
to, inter alia; national [strategies and] programmes; mitigating
and adapting to climate change; research and systematic
observation, exchange of information; public awareness; financial
resources and cooperation and related technology transfer;]

Option 2

[For developed country parties,] [and developing country Parties]
[measures] [national strategies] [policies] to mitigate and adapt
to climate change [including a description of specific actions
being taken or to be taken, with respect to each gas in each sector
selected for action by the Party];

[Measures taken in fulfilment of the [obligations] [specific
commitments] under the Convention, [with particular attention to
[reductions of emissions, transfer of financial resources and
technology] [energy efficiency and conservation, new [and
renewable] energy sources,] [mitigating the adverse consequences of
climate change] [protection and enhancement of] sinks, [land use
and management,] coastal zone management, transportation and
industrial processes [and agriculture];]

[(d) Current projections for annual levels of sources and sinks of
greenhouse gases and expected changes and trends taking into
account measures and policies described under (c);]

[(e) Expected changes and trends in [net] emissions of [main] greenhouse
gases [and sinks] [including estimates of the [net] effects of its
actions on national. [net] greenhouse gas emission:ijJ] [and sinks]
[with particular reference to the achievement of any target
established in the Convention];]

[(f) Parties undertaking specific commitments may include estimates of
the costs of specific measures to meet commitments under the
Convention, guided by a methodological framework they have agreed
upon; ]

[(g) Contributions to the financial and technology transfer
mechanism;]
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[(h) For developing country Parties, [projects for] [requirements of]
transfer of technology and financial resources to mitigate and
adapt to climate change, as well as estimated gross and incremental
costs [of these projects] [to fulfil these requirements;]

(i) option 1

[Effective measures in fulfilment of obligations and specific
commitments relative to the provision of adequate, new and
additional fi.nancial resources, and access to and transfer of
environmentally Bound technology on a preferential and non
commercial basis contributions to the financial mechanism of the
Convention and description of programmes for technological
cooperation;]

Option 2

[Effective measures in fulfilment of obligations and specific
commitments relative to the provision of financial resources and
cooperation on transfer of technology;)

[(j) Description of methodologies used in making its estimates in areas
where there is no methodology agreed under the present Convention;]

[(k) Efforts [,as appropriate,] to coordinate and harmonize measures to
avoid trade distortions;)

[(1) Relevant national research [and development) and systematic
observation programmes and participation in international
programmes;]

[(m) National [programmes] [measures] and international cooperation with
regard to education, training and public awareness [and technology
transfer];]

[(n) Efforts to implement [obligations] [specific commitments] jointly
with another Party or Parties;] and

(0) Such other actions as are relevant to the achievement of the
objective of the Convention.

2. Further, reports may, on a voluntary basis, identify proposed projects in
need of investment including specific technologies, materials, equipment,
techniques or practices that would be needed to implement such projects and an
estimate of the costs and net greenhouse gas emission reduction associated
therewith.

3. [A Party may designate [the following] [any] type[s) of information
contained in its report as confidential[.)[:])

[Possible alternative chapeau

[A Party and the Advisory Committee on Implementation may agree that
certain information contained in the report of that Party is confidential.
Categories of confidential information include:]

[(a) Information that is directly related to the national defence [and
security] of that Party;)

[(b) Information that is of a proprietary commercial nature;]
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(c) Information the release of which would result [directly] in
[significant] economic or commercial dislocation for that Party; or

[(d) Such other information as [the Party believes is confidential]
[agreed upon] [thought necessary by the Party] [by the Party and
the "Advisory Committee on Implementation).)]]
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[AHJfBX I II

ARBITRATION]!./

!./ Same text as in A/AC.237/15 Annex II
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[ANNEX IV

INSURANCB MBCBAHISM

1. The Parties recognize that:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

There should be established, as an integral part of the convention,
an International Climate Fund to finance measures to counter the
adverse consequences of climate change, especially drought and
desertification, and a separate International Insurance Pool
(hereinafter referred to as "the Pool") to provide financial
insurance against the consequences of sea level rise;

Revenue for the Pool should be drawn from mandatory sources, in
particular developed country assessments;

The financial resources of the Pool should be new, additional and
adequate;

The Pool should be under the control and direction of the
Conference of the Parties; and

(e) The resources of the Pool should be used to compensate the most
vulnerable small island and low-lying coastal developing countries
for loss and damage resulting from sea level rise.

2. The Parties further recognize that the formulation of a scheme for a Pool
involves consideration of the following main questions:

Methods of funding a Pool;

Classification of the types of loss to be covered by the Pool;

Criteria for establishing entitlement to claim against the Pool;

Methods of evaluating loss resulting from sea level rise; and

Limitations on the amount of compensation payable by the Pool.
3. The Parties accordingly agree as follows:

(a) The financial burden of loss and damage suffered by the most
vulnerable small island and low-lying developing countries
(hereinafter referred to as "Group 1 countries") as a result of sea
level rise shall be distributed in an equitable manner amongst the
industrialized developed countries (hereinafter referred to as
"Group 2 countries") by means of a Pool;

(b) The Pool shall be funded by contributions levied on Group 2
countries;

(c) The administrating authority for the scheme (hereinafter referred
to as "the Authority") shall be a body controlled on an equitable
basis by the Group 1 and Group 2 countries within the framework of
the Conference of the Parties;
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(d) The contributions referred to in paragraph (b) shall be calculated
according to a formula modelled on the 1963 Brussels Supplementary
convention on Third Party Liability in the Field of Nuclear Energy,
as follows:

(i)

( ii)

as to 50%, on the basis of the ratio between the gross
national product at current prices of each Group 2
country and the total of the gross national products of
all Group 2 countries in the year prior to the year in
which the contribution was levied (hereinafter referred
to as "the contribution year");

as to 50%, on the basis of the ratio between the total
emissions of co of each Group 2 country and the total
CO

2
emissions of all Group 2 countries in the year prior

to the contribution year;

(e) Ten years from the date on which the Convention enters into force
the Group 2 countries shall contribute to the Pool an agreed
percentage of the total of the gross national products of all Group
2 countries in the year prior to the contribution year, apportioned
as in paragraph (d), provided that over the ten year period the
rate of global mean sea level rise will have reached an agreed
figure. If the rate of global mean sea level rise has not reached
the agreed figure by the end of the ten year period, a review shall
thereafter be carried out at five-yearly intervals and the
obligation of the Group 2 countries to contribute to the Pool will
not arise until the year following the review in which it is
established to the satisfaction of the Authority that the rate of
global mean sea level rise has reached the agreed figure or that
absolute global mean sea level rise has reached an agreed figure;

(f) The insurance fund so constituted shall be invested by the
Authority in interest bearing securities as determined by the
Conference of the Parties;

(g) No right to claim against the Pool in respect of loss or damage in
any area of a Group 1 country shall arise until:

(i)

( ii)

( iii)

it shall have been established to the satisfaction of
the Authority that the rate of global mean sea level
rise and the absolute level of global mean sea level
rise has reached agreed figures;

it shall have been established to the satisfaction of
the Authority that the relative mean sea level rise for
any insured area in a Group 1 country has reached an
agreed level above base levels determined for each area
insured (such relative mean sea level figures having
been determined within ten years of the Convention
coming into force); and

one year shall have elapsed from the date upon which the
figures referred to in sub-paragraph (i) shall have been
established as having been reached (that date plus one
year being (hereinafter referred to as "the inception
date") •
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(h)

(i)

(j)

( k)

In the first instance those areas of Group 1 countries which would
be directly affected by sea level rise to a level of an agreed
number of centimetres above the base levels referred to in
paragraph (g) (ii) shall be valued for insurance. Marketed assets
shall be valued on the basis of gross domestic product for the
insured area in question. Non-marketed interests shall be valued
on the basis of formulae to be agreed;

The insured values covered shall be negotiated between the
Authority and the Government of each Group 1 country in accordance
with valuation principles to be agreed. The same policy conditions
shall be applicable to all Group 1 countries;

All assets and interests intended to be insured under the scheme
shall be listed by Group 1 countries for registration with the
Authority. Records of assets and interests registered shall be
kept up to date. Valuations of assets and interests registered for
insurance shall be carried out in accordance with the agreed
formulae and shall be assessed as soon as possible after the
setting up of the Authority and in any event within ten years of
the Convention coming into force. Revaluations shall be carried
out periodically as appropriate;

The first periOd of insurance shall commence on the inception date
as defined in paragraph (g) (iii) and shall cover an agreed period
following the inception date. Loss or damage occurring within the
first and each following period of insurance, if accepted as a
valid claim by the Authority, shall be paid out of the Pool as
accumulated at the closing date of the period of insurance;

(1)

(m)

If the funds in the Pool are insufficient to meet all valid claims,
the claims shall be paid out on an equitable basis. If, after
payment out of all valid claims in full, any surplus shall remain
in the Pool, the surplus shall be carried over to the credit of the
following insurance period;

Prior to the closing date of the first period of insurance and of
each subsequent period, the Conference of the Parties shall, after
consultation with the Authority:

( H)

(i)

( Hi)

Fix the length of the next period of insurance;

Estimate the probable extent of claims on the Pool
during the next insurance period;

Determine the level of contributions to be levied on
Group 2 countries sufficient to meet the estimated
claims, after taking account of any surplus carried
forward from the preceding period.

(n) Claims against the Pool in respect of insured assets and interests
shall be dealt with by the Authority. The Authority shall
investigate the cause of any claimed loss, prepare estimates,
determine whether the claim comes within the terms of the
insurance, evaluate the extent of loss and assess the amount of the
claim recoverable by reference to the insured value of the asset or
interest and any applicable limits;

!
.[
!

I

I
(0) All assets in insured areas of Group 1 countries, whether

commercially insured or not, shall in the first instance be valued
for insurance, but no claims shall be accepted by the Pool in
respect of property which at the time loss or damage occurs is
insured commercially, whether by a private insurance company or
otherwise;
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(q)
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In assessing claims against the Pool, the Authority shall determine
whether the loss or damage claimed could have been avoided or
mitigated by measures which might reasonably have been taken at an
earlier stage. In determining whether measures could or could not
reasonably have been taken at an earlier stage, account shall be
taken, amongst other things, of the availability of funds, both
domestic and international, which would have enabled mitigating or
preventative measures to have been taken, and the availability of
commercial insurance on reasonable terms; and

If differences of opinion arise between the Authority and the
participating countries, every effort shall be made to negotiate a
resolution, but if this is not achievable disputes shall be
submitted to [an] [the] arbitration tribunal under [a special
arbitration scheme] [the convention].]




